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Size, shape, and stability of InAs quantum dots on the GaAs„001… substrate
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We study the energetics of island formation in Stranski-Krastanow growth of highly mismatched heteroepi-
taxy within a parameter-free approach. It is shown that the~frequently found! rather narrow size distribution of
the self-assembled coherent islands can be understood as the result of the system being trapped in aconstrained
equilibrium state with a fixed island density. If allowing for variations of the island density, we find that larger
islands combined with a lower island density are more stable; this implies that Ostwald ripening will take place
on time scales sufficiently long for exchange of atoms between different islands to occur. Moreover, we show
how to select the island size by controlling the growth conditions and the amount of deposited material. Our
study also indicates that the island shape depends on the island size, i.e., an island with larger volume has a
higher value of the height-to-base ratio.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the surface morphology of overlayers
heteroepitaxial growth has attracted much interest. One
the driving forces behind this development is the goal
create nanostructures by exploiting the effect of se
organization during growth. Such nanostructures, apart f
being an interesting object of basic research, have opene
a developing field of applications, mainly in optoelectron
devices. In thin film deposition, traditionally three differe
growth modes have been distinguished on phenomenolog
grounds, namely, layer-by-layer or two-dimensional~2D!
growth ~the so-called Frank-Van der Merwe mode1!, island
~3D! growth ~the so-called Volmer-Weber mode2!, and first
2D growth of a few monolayers~MLs! thick wetting layer
followed by 3D growth ~referred to as the Stransk
Krastanow mode3!. As early as 1958, a classification of the
growth modes on the basis of thermodynamics has been
veloped. Following Bauer,4 the growth mode of the film is
determined by the relative weight of the free enthalpy of
substrate surfaceGs of the surface of the filmG f and of the
interface between the film and the substrateG i . If DG5G f
1G i2Gs<0 is fulfilled independently of the film thicknes
~for homoepitaxial growthDG50), then this theory predicts
Frank–Van der Merwe growth. IfDG.0, Volmer-Weber
growth is expected. In many cases,DG is found to be nega-
tive for the first few monolayers, and later becomes posit
beyond a critical layer thickness. This results in Strans
Krastanow growth. In particular, this situation occurs fr
quently in heteroepitaxial growth, where the material of t
deposited film has a different bulk lattice constant than
substrate material. The termsG f andG i contain contributions
from the elastic energy due to the strain introduced by
lattice mismatch, and the film will therefore become unsta
when it exceeds a certain critical thickness. However,
should keep in mind that a rough surface morphology m
also occur for reasons other than thermodynamics. For
stance, thermodynamic equilibrium may not be reached
cause of sizeable diffusion barriers and/or Schwoebel ba
ers, resulting in a rough surface similar to Strans
Krastanow growth, even in cases where Frank–Van
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~3!/1897~8!/$15.00
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Merwe growth is predicted by thermodynamics. In the
cases, film growth is dominated by the kinetics of the de
sition process.5–7

In this article, we deal with the heteroepitaxial growth
InAs on GaAs. Due to the large lattice mismatch of 7%, o
expects that, strictly speaking, the Frank–Van der Mer
growth mode cannot be realized for this system. Nevert
less, 3D island formation is only observed in growth on t
GaAs~001! substrate, while being absent on the other lo
index surfaces. This behavior has been ascribed to pla
relaxations in the films grown on the~110! and ~111! sur-
faces of GaAs that reduce the elastic strain in the fil
grown on these substrates.8 Apparently, such a mechanism o
strain relief is absent on GaAs~001!, and the morphologica
features associated with Stranski-Krastanow growth show
in films grown on this substrate. For a long time, it w
believed that 3D island growth in both the Volmer-Web
mode and Stranski-Krastanow mode is accompanied by p
tic relaxation, for instance, by the formation of dislocatio
near the island base. In recent years, it has been found
several heteroepitaxial systems that dislocation-free~called
coherent! islands form in Stranski-Krastanow growth.9–14

These islands relieve much of the strain-induced elastic
ergy by changing the in-plane lattice constant in the isla
for layers away from the interface. These nanoscale cohe
islands, which are often found to have a very narrow s
distribution and to be arranged in a regular array,11–13 are
promising to be used in the quantum dot light emitting
odes~LEDs! and lasers. However, the mechanism of form
tion of coherent islands in highly lattice-mismatched h
eroepitaxy is not understood. In fact, the discussion is hig
controversial and more theoretical effort is clearly neede

From a thermal-equilibrium picture, it is understood th
forming 3D coherent islands in Stranski-Krastanow grow
is energetically more favorable compared to a uniform
strained film because the gain of elastic relaxation energ
an island overcompensates the cost due to the increased
face energy by islanding. Naturally, one may attribute
observed islands with the narrow size distribution to a mi
mum of the free energy of the system. However, an equi
rium theory with only two energetic contributions, a positiv
1897 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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one from the island surface energy (E;V2/3, V is the island
volume! and a negative one from the elastic relaxation
ergy (E;V), fails to predict a finite equilibrium size of th
islands.15,16 In order to cope with this difficulty, several ad
ditional effects, e.g., a negative surface energy contribu
by taking into account nonlinear terms of surface strain an
contribution from interactions between islands,17,18 have
been invoked. Priester and Lannoo15 proposed a mechanism
in which 2D platelets act as precursors for the formation
3D coherent islands, thus determining their size. Howeve
is shown experimentally19 that the surface density of th
platelets just before the 3D transition and the island den
just after the 3D transition are quite different, and that
distribution of 2D platelets and 3D islands on the surfa
also appears to be strongly different. Thus, the platelets
not be considered as the direct precursors of the~much
larger! 3D islands, but some intermediate processes oc
between platelet formation and the appearance of fully f
eted islands. Most recently, the observation of isla
ripening20 has also made it doubtful if the islands can
interpreted at all as structures in total equilibrium.

We previously showed that the size of the coherent
lands can be understood as the result the energetic ba
that governs material transport between the wetting layer
the islands.21 This situation corresponds to an equilibriu
state with an additional constraint that the island density
fixed. In this sense, we extend the notion of Strans
Krastanow growth to a situation where the system does
reach full thermodynamic equilibrium, which would corr
spond to one single large island, but still a local equilibriu
between the various facets of an island and the surroun
wetting layer is achieved. The previous study also indica
that the wetting layer contribution plays an important role
this particular growth mode. In fact, both experimental a
theoretical investigations12,22had shown that the thickness o
the wetting layer is reduced after the transition to 3D surf
morphology, i.e., the growing islands are fed by atoms fr
the wetting layer. This process is energetically favorable
the initial stage. However, after a certain amount of mate
is assembled into islands, further incorporation of ato
from the wetting layer would result in an unfavorable thi
ning of the wetting layer. In turn, the surface energy of t
wetting layer and the system energy are raised. Thus,
given values of the nominal film thickness and the isla
density, the islands have an optimum size. This explana
for the island size by the constrained equilibrium theory is
accord with the recent observation20 of island ripening.

In this study, we aim at showing that both a well-defin
island size and shape can be obtained under these condi
To make the discussion more transparent, we choose a f
simple type of islands, truncated InAs pyramids with$110%
side facets~see Fig. 1!. In this case the shape can be d
scribed by a single parameter, the aspect ratioh/a, and we
will determine its dependence on the island volume. O
results show that there is a higher value of the height-to-b
ratio for a larger island, and this results in an enhanced e
tic energy relaxation.24 However, we will also present result
for other shapes for comparison, namely, for pyramidal
lands used earlier,21 and for islands with the optimized shap
consisting of$110%, $001%, $111%, and$1̄1̄1̄% facets.23
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The present paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
define the energy contributions and present our parame
free theoretical model. We calculate the surface energies~for
both the island facets and the wetting layer! using density-
functional theory within the local-density approximatio
with the help of the plane-wave pseudopotential metho25

The elastic energy in both the islands and the substrat
calculated within continuum elasticity theory. In Sec. III, w
present the results and discussions. The theoretical result
also compared with experiments. We conclude in Sec. IV

II. TOTAL ENERGY GAIN, SURFACE ENERGY,
AND ELASTIC RELAXATION ENERGY

We propose a view of the quantum dot growth proce
divided into three phases: an early nucleation phase wh
mainly determines the island densityn, a second phase
where the islands grow mostly on expense of the wett
layer, sometimes, depending on the growth conditions,
lowed by a third phase characterized by Ostwald ripeni
As long as the wetting layer acts as a source for mate
existing nuclei will grow rapidly. Hereby the island densityn
remains constant12 during the growth. We treat it as an inpu
to our model noting that it may be determined separately
a theory of the growth kinetics.26,27We consider an ensembl
of islands with an area densityn and average volumeV.
After deposition is completed, the amount of material on
surface is conserved, and it may arrange itself either i
smooth film, or in islands on a film which is corresponding
thinner. We define the energy gain due to islanding as
energy difference between the film with islands~see the
lower part of Fig. 1! and a homogeneous film containing th
same amount of material~see the upper part of Fig. 1!. For
the maximum attainable island size, the relevant quantit
the energy gain per unit island volume. A minimum of th
quantity indicates the optimum island size, where the isla
stop to grow, since further addition of atoms would no long
be energetically favorable. While it is difficult to evaluate th
total energy of an island with several thousand atoms b
direct density functional calculation, a separation of the
ergy into surface, bulk, and other contributions has be
proven to be valid.15,28,29 The energy gain per unit volum
due to islanding is

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the formation of coherent
lands on the substrate surface.u0 is the nominal coverage~i.e., the
total amount of deposited material! andu is wetting layer thickness.
a is the tilt angle of island facets. The square island base co
sponds to the@110# and @ 1̄10# directions and the bottom face an
top face area2 andb2, respectively.h is the island height.
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PRB 62 1899SIZE, SHAPE, AND STABILITY OF InAs QUANTUM . . .
Etot /V5Erelax/V1Esurf/V1Ewl /V, ~1!

where Etot is the total energy gain of an island with th
volume V. Erelax is the difference in elastic energy in th
situation with islands, compared to a homogeneous film w
the same amount of material.Esurf is the energy of the addi
tional surface generated by island formation.Ewl is the con-
tribution by the thinning of the wetting layer that goes alo
with island formation. In Eq.~1!, we omit the repulsive in-
teraction between islands due to their induced stress fie
The interaction between islands is not important for a dil
or moderate density system.15,30 We omit as well the edge
and corner energies which do not have an important in
ence on the calculated results for large islands.15,23,28,29The
entropic contributions to the free energy are also neglec
assuming that the entropic contributions before and after
3D transformation are very similar. We evaluate the con
butions to Eq. ~1! using a previously developed hybri
method based onab initio calculations and elasticity
theory.23

To describe the driving force for 3D island formation, th
elastic relaxation of material in the islands, we introduce
elastic relaxation energy, which is the elastic energy diff
ence between the film with islands~see lower part of Fig. 1!
and a homogeneous, uniformly strained film~see upper par
of Fig. 1!, as

Erelax/V5Eelast
is /V2efilm , ~2!

whereEelast
is is the island elastic energy andefilm is the elastic

energy density in a homogeneous, uniformly strained film
obtained from elasticity theory. For a sufficiently thick film
it is fully justified to separate the formation energy of t
film into the elastic, surface, and interface energies. Ho
ever, such a distinction is no longer possible for ultrath
films of only a few MLs thickness. In the latter case, the te
efilm in Eq. ~2! should be regarded as a formal conventio
and anab initio treatment of such strained films, in which a
contributions are included automatically, is required~see be-
low!. As far as the side facets of the islands are concern
we treat the contribution coming from intrinsic surface stre
as part of the surface energy@see Eq.~3!#. A discussion of
the validity of this procedure can be found in Ref. 28. For
island containing a sufficiently high number of atoms, e
5000 atoms or more, it turns out that the strain fields a
elastic energies are well described by continuum elasti
theory.15,23 Therefore the long-range strain relaxation in t
island and in the underlying substrate is evaluated by e
ticity theory applying a finite-element approach.23,24 The ex-
perimental elastic moduli are employed to describe the e
tic properties of both the island and the substrate. T
calculations are performed for a pyramidal shape island.
a truncated shape island~see Fig. 1!, a scaling law is em-
ployed to obtain the elastic energy.24 Details of the calcula-
tions have been presented previously.23,24 The results ob-
tained from elastic theory show that the elastic energy ha
linear scaling relation with the volume for an island with
fixed shape, e.g., for the pyramidal shape island; but thi
not true when the island shape depends on the volume.16

The surface energy increase by islanding is given by
h
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whereg i is the surface energy of an InAs island facet~un-
strained! andgwl(u0) is the surface plus interface energy
the wetting layer with the nominal thicknessu0 ~see below!.
Ai andA0 are the area of thei th island facet and the islan
base area, respectively.s and «̄ are the island surface stres
and strain averaged over the facet. In Eq.~3!, we consider the
surface stress contribution to the island surface energy u
the linear term.

The third term in Eq.~1! describes change in the forma
tion energy of the wetting layer as a result of its thinnin
and is defined as

Ewl5~1/n2A0!3@gwl~u!2gwl~u0!#. ~4!

gwl(u) is defined as the surface energy of the wetting la
plus the energy associated with the interface between
film and the substrate. It is displayed as a function of
wetting layer thicknessu in Fig. 2. By definition,gwl(0)
corresponds to the surface energy of the substrate. Fou
,1 ML, the wetting layer consists of a surface alloy b
tween InAs and GaAs, withu being the concentration of In
atoms in the topmost cation layer. As we did previously21

we artificially decompose the total formation energyg f of
the wetting layer into the surface plus interface contribut
gwl and the elastic energy contributioneelast~see Fig. 2!. efilm
in Eq. ~2! is the elastic energy per unit volume in the wettin
layer, and is equal toeelast/(u3L). In this way, we keep the
form of the first two terms in Eq.~1! the same as in earlie
work.23 Again, one should keep in mind that the distinctio
between elastic energy, the surface and interface ener
becomes unphysical for ultrathin films. However, the pres
treatment of subtracting the elastic energy from the form
tion energy of the wetting layer and putting it into the elas
energy contribution is only a matter of accounting and do
not affect the total energy gain by islanding. Theab initio
calculations for the strained wetting layer take full account

FIG. 2. Surface plus interface energygwl as a function of thick-
nessu. g f is the formation energy of the wetting layer per unit are
eelast is the elastic energy of the wetting layer for a volume of u
area 3 thickness u3L. From various configurations withNIn

58u In atoms per (234) surface unit cell, those with the lowes
formation energy are presented.
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all energetic contributions even for thin films. We note th
the final thickness of the wetting layeru is related to the
average volume of the islandsV by the law of mass conser
vation V5(1/n)(u02u)L, whereL is the monolayer thick-
ness.

In order to obtain accurate values for the surface energ
the formation energy of the wetting layer, and intrinsic s
face stresses, we performab initio total energy calculations
within the framework of density-functional theory with th
local-density approximation for the exchange-correlation
ergy functional.31 A slab including eight or nine atomic lay
ers for the anion- or cation-terminated surfaces separate
a sufficiently large vacuum layer is used to represent
surfaces, and one side of the slab is passivated by cha
(Z51.25) H atoms.32 We employ the fhi96md code25 and
the norm-conserving, fully separable pseudopotentials.33–35

The wave functions are expanded into plane waves with
energy cutoff 10 Ry. The Brillouin zone integration of th
electron density is performed using specialk-point sets.36

The top six or seven atomic layers for the anion- or cati
terminated surfaces are relaxed until the forces on the at
are smaller than 25 meV/Å . The formation energies of
surfaces are obtained by subtracting the calculated total
ergy of an appropriate amount of bulk material. In order
obtain the absolute surface energies for~111! and (1̄1̄1̄)
orientations, the energy-density formalism introduced
Chetty and Martin37 is employed. Details of the calculation
can be found in Ref. 38 and the results have been prese
in Ref. 23.

A compound material such as InAs consists of two e
ments and thus the difference of the number of atoms of
two species enters as another degree of freedom in add
to the atomic geometry. Nonstoichiometric surfaces are c
sidered by allowing the surface to exchange atoms wit
reservoir, which is characterized by a chemical potential
our case the arsenic chemical potentialmAs . Since epitaxial
growth is mostly performed under As-rich conditions, w
consider this chemical potential to be close to equilibriu
with bulk arsenic~i.e., mAs5mAs(bulk)20.2 eV!. For each
facet, we have selected the reconstruction with the low
energy from several candidates23 for the chemical potentia
under which the island growth is evaluated. The calcula
results are given in Table I. Under the chemical poten
mAs5mAs(bulk)20.2eV, the GaAs~001! substrate has the
b2(234) reconstruction. For the wetting layer, we find th
theb2(234) reconstruction is the lowest energy reconstr
tion for various InAs coverages under this chemical pot
tial. The atomic structure model of reconstructed InAs film

TABLE I. Surface energiesg and surface stressessx , sy for
InAs surface reconstructions with the chemical potentialmAs

5mAs(bulk)–0.2eV. The blanks in the table mean the values are
calculated because the top surface of the island is strain free.

surface g sx sy

(meV/Å 2) (meV/Å 2) (meV/Å 2)

~110! cleavage 41 26 54
~100! b2(234) 47
~111! In vacancy 42 48 48

(1̄1̄1̄) As trimer 49 92 92
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is shown in Fig. 3. In our study, we consider a number
atomic configurations. Each number in Fig. 3 indicates a p
of sites that may either be occupied by Ga atoms or In ato
for low coverage cases. Our results indicate that the In ato
are most favorably incorporated by substituting the Ga ato
in the topmost cation layer. Hence In atoms tend to segre
to the GaAs surface. For large InAs coverages, structu
with an abrupt interface between the InAs layer and the s
strate with the (131) periodicity have lowest energies. Fo
example, at 0.75 ML InAs coverage, six In atoms occupy
pairs of sites 1, 2, and 3, while eight In atoms~corresponding
to 1 ML InAs coverage! occupying the sites 1, 2, 3, and
have the lowest energy. 14 In atoms~corresponding to 1.75
ML InAs! tend to occupy the pairs of sites 1–7. We al
consider several other reconstructions, such as thea(234)
and b(234) reconstructions formed by filling the trenche
of b2(234) by In adatoms or by both In and As atoms.39 In
Fig. 2, we show the calculated results of the surface p
interface energy of the wetting layer for various InAs cove
ages. Only those configurations with the lowest format
energy for various InAs coverages are presented in Fig
We can see from Fig. 2 that the surface plus interface ene
of the wetting layer becomes less dependent onu when it is
larger than 1.75 ML. Experiments observed the (234) re-
construction in between islands.40,41 Different explanations
for this observation have been offered: In one study, the
34) reconstruction of the wetting layer was explained as
surface structure of the exposed GaAs substrate, becaus
deposited InAs would be transferred to the newly form
islands;40 another explanation for the (234) reconstruction
of the wetting layer is that the wetting layer is sufficient
thick and, therefore has the pure InAs surfa
reconstruction.23,42Using the scanning tunneling microscop
~STM!, Belk et al.43 found that the wetting layer may hav
the (133) or (233) reconstruction resulting from alloying
but they also reported that it is the (234) reconstruction
when the InAs layer is thicker than 1.2 ML. In other ST
work, a (434) or c(434) In-terminated reconstruction wa
also distinguished from the (234) GaAs substrate in the
initial growth stages.44

ot

FIG. 3. The atomic structure model of theb2(234) reconstruc-
tion. Filled and open circles denote cation and anion atoms, res
tively. The supercell used inab initio calculations is indicated by
dashed lines. The numbers denote the sites which In atoms
occupy to form a surface alloy for low InAs coverage cases.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Island size and shape

The approach taken in this paper allows us to simu
neously optimize the size of the islands and their aspect ra
In Fig. 4, we show the total energy gain per unit volume
the truncated pyramidal island depending on the island
umeV and aspect ratioh/a for n51010 cm22,u051.8 ML.
The contour spacings are 0.0025 meV/Å3. This figure shows
the optimum island size and aspect ratio obtained for
given island density and coverage. The minimum in Fig
corresponds to an island with about 33 000 atoms, wh
compares reasonably well with typical experimental valu
@between 20 000~Ref. 12! and 50 000 atoms per island45#.

Further, we perform a minimization of the total energy f
several pairs of input parameters (n,u0), thus obtaining the
optimum island volume and aspect ratio for each such p
In Fig. 5, we show the aspect ratio as a function of isla
volume. We can see that the island shape varies when
island volume increases, but little dependence on the is

FIG. 4. Contour plot of the energy gain forn51010 cm22,u0

51.8 ML. The contour spacings are 0.0025 meV/Å3.

FIG. 5. Dependence of the island aspect ratio and the ela
relaxation energy~solid line! on the island volume. The symbol
correspond to different coverages as indicated in the figure.
-
io.
f
l-

e
4
h
s

ir.
d
he
nd

density and the nominal coverage is found. The relation
tween island shape and island volume predicted earlier48,49

has also been observed by experiments.46,47Because the elas
tic energy relief per unit volume is determined only by t
island shape, the present results indicate that an island
justs its shape to relieve the elastic energy as much as
sible, and the final island shape is determined by minimiz
the sum of the elastic relaxation energy and the island
face energy. Thus energetics plays a key role in isla
growth and some previous studies based on energetics
predicted some important aspects of island growth, such
the critical layer thickness,22,21 island size,15,21,50,51 island
shape,23,24,48,49and stability.17,18,21 Since the islands have
narrow size distribution, we can predict that these islan
must also have a very similar aspect ratio, especially for
islands having a larger volume~see Fig. 5!. The calculated
aspect ratio for the experimental island size~between 20 000
and 50 000 atoms per island! is between 0.37 and 0.40. Thi
is in agreement with most recent experimental observati
that the island with the$110% facets has an aspect ratio o
0.33.47 Some earlier experiments obtained much lower
pect ratio values 0.25~Ref. 11! and 0.13.12 From the experi-
mental island aspect ratio, it has been concluded that s
high index faceted planes, such as$311%, $401%, or $511%,
etc., should be present.12,53 This is in line with RHEED ob-
servations, where fractional index diffraction peaks we
observed.54–56 However, steeper islands with low index fa
ets, such as$110% side facets, are expected to have a high
aspect ratio.52,47 Thus the sometimes observed lower asp
ratio may be an indication that equilibrium with respect
island shape is not always reached in the experiments,
kinetics may have an impact on the island shape as wel

We show in Fig. 6 the various energy contributions a
the total energy gain per unit volume forn51010 cm22,u0
51.8 ML. The total energy gain is decomposed into t
contributions in Eq.~1!. The elastic relaxation energy@the
first term in Eq.~1! and defined in Eq.~2!# is negative due to
strain relief. It is noticeable that the elastic relaxation ene

tic

FIG. 6. Dependence of total energy gain and various ene
contributions~solid lines! on the island volume or the number o
atoms~upper scale! for n51010 cm22,u051.8 ML. The total en-
ergy gains for the pyramidal island~dash-dotted line! and for the
island with the optimum shape~dashed line! are also shown.
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no longer linearly depends on the island volume after
take shape variations into account. In Figs. 5 and 6, we s
the dependence of the elastic relaxation energy on the is
volume. We can see larger islands relieve more elastic
ergy per unit volume due to the higher value of the heig
to-base ratio. The surface energy contribution@the second
term in Eq.~1! and defined in Eq.~3!# is a cost, and therefore
it is positive. It is proportional to the island surface area. T
wetting layer energy contribution@the third term in Eq. 1 and
defined in Eq.~4!# is also positive and depends complexly
the island volume, island density, and coverage. We a
show the energy contribution of the edges in Fig. 6, wh
becomes negligible compared to the other contributions
large islands~estimated as in Ref. 23!. The contribution by
the wetting layer is crucial for obtaining the minimum of th
total energy gain curve, which corresponds to the existe
of an optimum island size.

In Fig. 6, we also present the results for the pyrami
island and the island with the optimum island shape cons
ing of the low index facets$110%, $001%, $111%, and$1̄1̄1̄% as
discussed in Ref. 23. Generally, we find the energy gain
increase if we allow for more freedom in the island sha
going from a full pyramid, to a truncated pyramid, to mo
complex shapes~see Fig. 6!. However, the total energy gai
curves for various island shapes behave similarly. This in
cates that employing a simple island shape, which does
even include the island shape change as the volume va
for example, a pyramidal island, does not prevent us fr
capturing the important features of island growth. The op
mum island size predicted by employing the different isla
shapes is only slightly affected.

B. Dependence of the island size on the island
density and coverage

Figure 7 shows the results that the optimum island s
depends on the density and coverage. The island volume
hyperbolic function of island densityn for a constant cover-
age. For a larger island density, the optimum island siz
smaller. However, the relation is more complicated th
solely expected from mass conservation. In fact, the t

FIG. 7. Dependence of the optimum island size on the isl
density and the nominal coverage. The latter, i.e.,u0, ranges from
1.6 to 2.4 monolayers.
e
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material in islands will also depend on the island densityn
for a given coverage. We have investigated the ratio of
material in islands to the total deposition, and find that o
about 10–30 % of the total deposited material is assemb
into islands, depending on the nominal coverage and the
land density. Our results show that there always exist
wetting layer thicker than 1 ML after the 3D transformatio
its thickness depending on the island density and the nom
coverage~see Fig. 8!. The previous view that the (234)
reconstruction of the wetting layer is due to the exposition
the substrate GaAs surface after the 3D transformation40 is
incorrect according to the present calculations. A cro
sectional scanning-tunneling microscopy investigation a
indicated the existence of a wetting layer which is thick
than 1 ML.57

Experimentally,58,59 the island size is found to vary with
the growth temperature. This was attributed to a kinetica
limited process,58,59 consistent with the theory presente
here, since the island density is known to depend strongly
the growth temperature,26,27 and thus kinetics controls th
growth through controlling the island nucleation densi
Figure 7 also shows that the island size increases with
increase of nominal coverage for a constant density. In F
9, we show that our theory can reproduce very well the
crease of the island half-base with the amount of depos
material observed experimentally, by using a suitable isla
density as input. The island density 1.631010 cm22 used to
fit the experimental results60 also agrees very well with the
experimentally estimated island density 1.52231010 cm22.

Our results also show that the transition to 3D growth
not only triggered by the amount of deposited material,
also by the sample preparation. For a given coverage, the
morphology transition will only occur if the island nucle
ation density is not too high. When the density of isla
embryos is larger than a certain density, e.g., 3.031011 cm22

for the coverage 1.6 ML, fully facetted 3D islands cann
stabilize themselves. In other words, the critical layer thic
ness at which the 3D islands start to form depends on
island density, i.e., growth conditions. It is thinner for th
case with a lower island nucleation density, which may ty
cally result from high substrate temperatures. Reversely

d
FIG. 8. Dependence of the wetting layer thickness on the isl

density and the nominal coverage.
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film will grow two dimensionally to a larger thickness befo
the 3D transformation in the case of having a large isla
nucleation density.21,61

C. Long-time evolution of uncapped islands

After deposition of new material has been stopped a
after each individual island has reached its own local ther
equilibrium state with respect to its different facets and
wetting layer it is sitting on, exchange of atoms betwe
neighboring islands may take place on a longer time scal
we allow for variations of the island density in our theor
we find that larger islands in conjunction with a lower isla
density~see Fig. 7! are energetically preferred. The total e
ergy gain per unit volume is shown in Fig. 10. Thus o
theory not only explains the optimum island size in co
strained equilibrium, but also accounts for Ostwald ripeni
which proceeds by a steady~it may be very slow! decrease of
the island density with time. Most recently, Leeet al.20 suc-
ceeded to observe experimentally the ripening of CdSe

FIG. 9. Dependence of the island size on the nominal cover
The full circles indicate the results obtained by the photolumin
cence measurements in Ref. 60.

FIG. 10. Total energy gain as a function of island volume
various coverages.
d

d
al
e
n
If

r
-
,

s-

lands after preserving their samples at room temperature
several days. Generally, the time scale for ripening is se
material transport between islands on the substrate surf
Since this is an activated process, the material transpo
room temperature is many orders of magnitude slower t
at the growth temperature. For the arsenide compound s
conductors, one further has to keep in mind that surface
bility of chemisorbed As atoms is not required durin
growth, since the As supply is mediated by a weakly bou
mobile precursor state of As2,62 which is populated from the
gas phase. In sharp contrast to growth, the material trans
during ripening would require detachment and diffusion
both chemisorbed In and As species away from smaller
lands, a process for which we would expect a sizeable e
getic barrier. Since noticeable changes in the island size
density resulting from ripening typically take many days20

the ripening is not an issue for device applications, where
islands are covered by a capping layer after a short gro
interruption. Consequently, the ripening was not noticed
earlier experiments focussing on device fabrication.

From Fig. 10, we also see that the critical island s
corresponding to zero energy gain is different for differe
coverages. As it is discussed above, the critical layer th
ness depends on the growth conditions.21 The present results
imply that for a different critical layer thickness the critic
island size is also different, i.e., the critical island size ne
to be larger for a thinner critical layer. This can be und
stood in terms of a larger energy barrier which must be ov
come by the island embryo when it should grow on a thin
wetting layer. We can also see from Fig. 10 that incorpo
tion of atoms from the wetting layer into islands from
thicker film yields a stronger energy relief than for a thinn
film.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We presented a theoretical study of the formation of s
assembled coherent islands in the Stranski-Krastan
growth mode. We calculated the surface energies for both
island facets and the wetting layer using density-functio
theory, and obtained the elastic energy in both the isla
and the substrate from continuum elasticity theory. It
shown that an optimum island size exists for a given cov
age and island density, if changes in the wetting layer m
phology after the 3D transition are properly taken into a
count. This explains the narrow size distribution of quantu
dots observed in some experiments, which is crucial for
toelectronic applications. Furthermore, we show how it
possible to attain a desired island size by properly choos
the growth conditions and the nominal coverage. Our the
reproduces the experimental trends observed in isl
growth well. Our study also indicates that the island sha
~aspect ratio! only depends on the island size. However, t
calculated total energy results also show that larger island
conjunction with a lower island density are more stab
which means that the islands will undergo ripening but t
will happen on considerably longer time scales.
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